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Abstract
We developed the theory of finite volume form factors in the presence of integrable defects. These finite
volume form factors are expressed in terms of the infinite volume form factors and the finite volume density
of states and incorporate all polynomial corrections in the inverse of the volume. We tested our results,
in the defect Lee–Yang model, against numerical data obtained by truncated conformal space approach
(TCSA), which we improved by renormalization group methods adopted to the defect case. To perform
these checks we determined the infinite volume defect form factors in the Lee–Yang model exactly, includ-
ing their vacuum expectation values. We used these data to calculate the two point functions, which we
compared, at short distance, to defect CFT. We also derived explicit expressions for the exact finite volume
one point functions, which we checked numerically. In all of these comparisons excellent agreement was
found.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The complete solution of a quantum field theory means the determination of its spectrum and
correlation functions. This ultimate goal is almost impossible to achieve in general dimensions
* Corresponding author.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nuclphysb.2014.03.010
0550-3213/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
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an ambitious plan can be fulfilled.
For many quantities, such as operator matrix elements, a numerical determination is only
possible in finite volumes [20]. Such determination can be performed using the tools of lattice
field theory or, in the case of two-dimensional quantum field theories, a more specialized method
such as the truncated conformal space approach (TCSA) [28]. Finite volume quantities are also
interesting on their own right in statistical field theory, as well as in particle physics. The general
strategy to compute them analytically is to solve the theory in infinite volume first and then to
take into account the finite size corrections systematically. The infinite volume solution is carried
out in the bootstrap framework, and it consists of the scattering matrix bootstrap and the form
factor bootstrap parts. All finite size corrections can be expressed purely in terms of these infinite
volume characteristics of the theory in a framework that was pioneered by Lüscher [17–19].
The infinite volume solution of an integrable QFT starts with the S-matrix bootstrap. The scat-
tering matrix satisfies unitarity and crossing symmetry and all of its poles are located on the
imaginary rapidity axes and correspond to bound-states or some Coleman–Thun type diagrams.
Assuming one single particle in the spectrum with a self-fusing pole the bootstrap leads to the
S-matrix of the scaling Lee–Yang model. Introducing integrable boundaries or integrable de-
fects requires additionally to perform this bootstrap program for the reflection and transmission
matrices. The structure of the scattering, reflection and transmission matrices contain all infor-
mation about the infinite volume spectrum of bulk, boundary or defect excitations. Once this first
bootstrap step is completed, the resulting scattering, reflection and transmission matrices can be
used to formulate consistency requirements for the matrix elements of local operators between
asymptotic states (form factors). Solutions to these requirements compatible with the analytical
structure demanded by physics lead to the determination of the form factors of all local bulk,
boundary and defect operators. These form factors then can be used to build up all correlation
functions in infinite volume.
Once all infinite volume characteristics are determined they can be used to decrease the vol-
ume gradually and continue the quantities for finite volumes. The leading volume dependence
is polynomial in the inverse of the volume, while the sub-leading ones are exponentially small.
The polynomial finite size corrections for the spectrum can be formulated in terms of the scat-
tering, reflection or transmission matrices. At this order the dispersion relation is not changed,
but the energy levels are quantized. Momentum is quantized in a finite volume as, if we move a
particle around the 1D ‘world’, we collect not only the translational phase, but also the phases of
all scatterings and/or reflections and transmissions: therefore, imposing periodic boundary con-
ditions restricts the allowed particle momenta. The resulting equations are called Bethe–Yang
equations. Exponentially small corrections are due to vacuum polarization effects and can be
taken into account by the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz method.
Finite volume form factors are the matrix elements of local operators between the finite vol-
ume eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Just like for the spectrum, leading finite size corrections are
polynomial in the inverse of the volume, while sub-leading corrections are exponentially small.
The polynomial corrections are related to the normalization of the Bethe–Yang eigenvectors and
were systematically analyzed in [23,24] for periodic boundary conditions, while in [16] for gen-
eral integrable boundary conditions. The aim of the present paper is to generalize this analysis
for the defect case. We mention for completeness that the exponential finite size corrections have
not been described yet, except for some recent results accounting for the composite structure
of bound states [21,27], and for diagonal form factors in the case of periodic boundary condi-
tions [22].
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missive [10]. Recently there was relevant progress in identifying and solving purely transmitting
defect theories [6–8,1,11]. In this paper we focus on the simplest integrable defect theory, namely
the defect Lee–Yang model. The T-matrix bootstrap of this model was performed in [3], while
the form factor bootstrap program was initiated in [4].
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the infinite volume form factor so-
lution of the defect Lee–Yang model. We start by listing the defect form factor axioms. We then
introduce the defect Lee–Yang model both from the scattering (IR) and from the perturbed CFT
(UV) side. In presenting the defect form factors we go beyond the results available in the litera-
ture, as we determine all form factor solutions of primary fields. Technical details are relegated
to Appendix A. In order to have properly normalized form factors, we calculate the vacuum ex-
pectation values of all primary fields. The form factors and normalizations are checked against
the defect CFT two point functions. In Section 3 we develop the leading finite size corrections
of defect form factors. We analyze separately the non-diagonal and diagonal cases as in the lat-
ter one disconnected terms appear which have to be determined carefully. Section 4 contains
the checks of our results against the numerically “measured” finite volume matrix elements cal-
culated by the defect TCSA (DTCSA) method. In Section 5 we derive the exact finite volume
vacuum expectation values of local fields what we also check numerically. Finally we draw our
conclusions in Section 6.
2. Form factors in infinite volume
In this section we recall the theory of form factors in the presence of integrable defects fol-
lowing [4]. We focus on a relativistic integrable theory which contains one particle type only.
Energy and momentum of the particles are parametrized by the rapidity variable θ :
E(θ) = m cosh θ, p(θ) = m sinh θ (1)
and Lorentz transformation simply shifts the rapidity: θ → θ +Λ. Integrability forces the multi-
particle scattering matrix to factorize into pairwise two particle scatterings, which depends on
the rapidity differences S(θ1 − θ2) and satisfies unitarity and crossing symmetry
S(θ) = S(−θ)−1; S(iπ − θ) = S(θ). (2)
If the S-matrix has a pole at θ = i 2π3 (like in the scaling Lee–Yang model) then it has to satisfy
the fusion equation
S(θ)|
θ≈i 2π3 = −i
Γ 2
θ − i 2π3
+ reg. terms −→ S(θ) = S
(
θ − i π
3
)
S
(
θ + i π
3
)
, (3)
which shows that the particle is a bound-state of itself.
Introducing an integrable defect means that we cut the space–time into two halves and as-
sociate an amplitude of crossing through the defect. Particles coming from the left cross with
T−(θ), while those coming from the right cross with T+(−θ). The T+ transmission factor is
parametrized such that for its physical domain of rapidities (θ < 0) its argument is always posi-
tive. Unitarity and crossing symmetry relates these two amplitudes as [2]:
T−(θ) = T+(−θ)−1; T−(θ) = T+(iπ − θ) (4)
A prototype of a parity symmetric defect is a standing particle with T−(θ) = S(θ) = T+(θ).
A non-parity symmetric defect can be realized as an imaginary rapidity “bound” particle:
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as well:
T−(θ) = T−
(
θ − i π
3
)
T−
(
θ + i π
3
)
(5)
and likewise for T+. It might happen that the transmission factor exhibits a pole
T−(θ)|θ≈iν = −i g
2
θ − iν + reg. terms (6)
signaling a defect bound-state.
Integrable defects are topological in the sense that the location of the defect can be changed
without altering the amplitude of any multi-particle transmission process unless it crosses an
insertion point of any field. As a consequence multi-particle transmissions factorize into the
product of pairwise scatterings and individual transmissions.
In the following we recall the form factor axioms in the presence of these integrable de-
fects [4].
2.1. Summary of the defect form factor bootstrap
Form factors are the matrix elements of local operators between asymptotic states:〈
θ ′m′+n′ , . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′, . . . , θ ′1
∣∣O(x, t)∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m〉 (7)
where in the presence of defects we have to distinguish if particles arrive from the left or from
the right. In an initial state the rapidities are ordered as
θ1 > · · · > θn > 0 > θn+1 > · · · > θn+m (8)
while in the final state oppositely θ ′
m′+n′ > · · · > θ ′n′+1 > 0 > θ ′n′ > · · · > θ ′1. The form factor is
originally defined for initial and final states and then analytically continued for any orderings of
its arguments. Interestingly, the presence of an integrable defect breaks the translation invariance
by having non-zero momentum (like a bound particle) and not by destroying the existence of the
momentum itself. As a consequence the space–time dependence of the form factor is〈
θ ′m′+n′ , . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′, . . . , θ ′1
∣∣O(x, t)∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m〉
= eitE−ixPFO±
(n′,m′)(n,m)
(
θ ′n′+m′, . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′, . . . , θ ′1
∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m)
(9)
with E = m(∑j cosh θj −∑j ′ cosh θ ′j ′) and P = m(∑j sinh θj −∑j ′ sinh θ ′j ′), and we dis-
tinguished if the operator was localized on the left, O−, or on the right, O+, of the defect as they
might not be continuous there. Same apply for operators localized at the defect (x = 0). Crossing
transformation of any of the form factors
FO(n′,m′)(n,m)
(
θ ′n′+m′, . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′, . . . , θ ′1
∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m)
= FO(n′,m′+1)(n,m−1)
(
θn+m + iπ, θ ′n′+m′ , . . . , θ ′n′+1; θ ′n′ , . . . , θ ′1
∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m−1)
(10)
FO(n′,m′)(n,m)
(
θ ′n′+m′, . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′, . . . , θ ′1
∣∣θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m)
= FO(n′+1,m′)(n−1,m)
(
θ ′n′+m′ , . . . , θ
′
n′+1; θ ′n′ , . . . , θ ′1, θ1 − iπ
∣∣θ2, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m)
(11)
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FO(n,m)(θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m) := FO(0,0)(n,m)(; |θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m) (12)
We can also use transmission
FO(n,m)(θ1, . . . , θn; θn+1, . . . , θn+m)
= T−(θn)FO(n−1,m+1)(θ1, . . . , θn−1; θn, θn+1, . . . , θn+m) (13)
to define the elementary form factors
FOn (θ1, . . . , θn) = FO(n,0)(θ1, . . . , θn; ) (14)
which satisfies the axioms
FOn (θ1, . . . , θi , θi+1, . . . , θn) = S(θi − θi+1)FOn (θ1, . . . , θi+1, θi, . . . , θn) (15)
FOn (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) = FOn (θ2, . . . , θn, . . . , θ1 − 2iπ) (16)
−iResθ=θ ′FOn+2
(
θ + iπ, θ ′, θ1, . . . , θn
)=
(
1 −
n∏
j=1
S(θ − θj )
)
FOn (θ1, . . . , θn) (17)
−iResθ=θ ′FOn+2
(
θ + iπ
3
, θ ′ − iπ
3
, θ1, . . . , θn
)
= Γ FOn+1(θ, θ1, . . . , θn) (18)
−iResθ=iuFOn+1(θ1, . . . , θn, θ) = igF˜On (θ1, . . . , θn) (19)
where F˜ is the form factor on the excited defect state. Although the axioms (15)–(18) look the
same as the form factor axioms without the defect they are valid only for particles coming from
the left (see Eq. (14)). For any particle coming from the right one has to include a transmission
factor, see Eq. (13).
The form factor of a bulk operator localized on the left of the defect, O−, is simply its bulk
form factor
F
O−
n (θ1, . . . , θn) = BOn (θ1, . . . , θn) (20)
but when the same operator is localized on the right of the defect, O+, its form factor is
F
O+
n (θ1, . . . , θn) =
∏
i
T−(θi)BOn (θ1, . . . , θn) (21)
These apply for the left/right limits of the bulk fields at the defect as well.
As we assume that the bulk form factors are already determined in [30] we focus on form
factors of defect operators. In general, the solution compatible with the form factor axioms takes
the form
FOn (θ1, . . . , θn) = 〈O〉Hn
∏
i
d(θi)
∏
i<j
f (θi − θj )
xi + xj Qn(x1, . . . , xn) (22)
where f (θ) is the minimal bulk two particle form factor, which satisfies:
f (θ) = S(θ)f (−θ); f (iπ − θ) = f (iπ + θ) (23)
The one particle minimal defect form factor d(θ) is responsible for defect bound-states, Hn is
some normalization constant and Qn is a symmetric polynomial in its arguments xi = eθi .
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The Lee–Yang model is the simplest conformal field theory, the M2,5 minimal model, whose
central charge is c = − 225 and which has only two irreducible Virasoro representations V0 and Vh
with highest weights 0 and h = − 15 , respectively. The periodic Lee–Yang model carries a repre-
sentation of Vir ⊗ Vir and its Hilbert-space is decomposed as
H= V0 ⊗ V¯0 + Vh ⊗ V¯h (24)
We can associate a local field for all vector of the Hilbert-space, and for the highest weight states
these fields are the identity I and Φ , respectively. These local fields form an operator-algebra
with the operator product expansions
Φ(z, z¯)Φ(0,0) = CIΦΦ |z|−4hI+CΦΦΦ |z|−2hΦ(0,0)+ · · · (25)
In order to have a real field Φ† = Φ , we normalized the field as CIΦΦ = −1. A consistent choice
of the other structure constant is CΦΦΦ =
√
2
1+√5
Γ ( 15 )Γ (
6
5 )
Γ ( 35 )Γ (
4
5 )
≈ 1.91131 . . .
In this subsection we specify the previous defect form factor considerations for the scaling
Lee–Yang model [3]. The scaling Lee–Yang model is the single relevant perturbation of the
Lee–Yang model
A=ALY − λ
∫
d2zΦ(z, z¯) (26)
and has a single particle in the spectrum with the two-particle scattering matrix:
S(θ) = sinh θ + i sin
π
3
sinh θ − i sin π3
(27)
There is a one parameter family of integrable defect perturbation of the defect Lee–Yang
model [5] which has the transmission factor
T±(θ) = S
(
θ ± i π
6
(3 − b)
)
(28)
Formally it is like a particle with rapidity θ = i π6 (3 − b) and the defect energy and momentum
are indeed
ed = m sin πb6 ; pd = im cos
πb
6
(29)
This theory can be realized as a unique one parameter family of integrable perturbation of the
defect Lee–Yang model:
Sd = SdLY − λ
∫
d2zΦ(z, z¯)−μ
∫
dy ϕ(y)− μ¯
∫
dy ϕ¯(y) (30)
where integrability forces the constraint:
λ = μμ¯ξ−2; ξ−2 = 2i
√
1 + √5
2
1 − eiπ/5
1 + eiπ/5 = 0.826608 (31)
The relation between the Lagrangian and scattering parameters is
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(
m
κ
) 12
5 ; κ = 2 1912 √π (Γ (
3
5 )Γ (
4
5 ))
5
12
5 516 Γ ( 23 )Γ (
5
6 )
= 2.642944 (32)
μ =
(
m
κ
) 6
5
ξe−
iπ
5 (3+b); μ¯ =
(
m
κ
) 6
5
ξe
iπ
5 (3+b) (33)
Due to the nontrivial defect, the Hilbert space of the defect Lee–Yang model
H= V0 ⊗ V¯h + Vh ⊗ V¯0 + Vh ⊗ V¯h =: [d¯] + [d] + [D] (34)
does not coincide with the operator space localized on the defect which is
V0 ⊗ V¯0 + Vh ⊗ V¯0 + V0 ⊗ V¯h + 2Vh ⊗ V¯h =: [I] + [ϕ] + [ϕ¯] + [Φ±] (35)
We are going to compute the form factors of these operators.
2.2.1. Form factor solutions
The ingredients of the form factor solutions are as follows: the minimal solution of the bulk
two particle form factor is
f (θ) = x + x
−1 − 2
x + x−1 + 1v(iπ − θ)v(−iπ + θ), x = e
θ (36)
where
logv(θ) = 2
∞∫
0
dt
t
e
iθt
π
sinh t2 sinh
t
3 sinh
t
6
sinh2 t
, (37)
which automatically includes the pole of the dynamical singularity. This minimal solution satis-
fies the identities
f (θ)f (θ + iπ) = sinh(θ)
sinh(θ)− i sin(π3 )
f
(
θ + iπ
3
)
f
(
θ − iπ
3
)
= cosh(θ)+
1
2
cosh(θ)+ 1 f (θ). (38)
The normalization factor is the same as in the bulk
Hn =
(
i3
1
4
2
1
2 v(0)
)n
. (39)
The one particle defect form factor, which accommodates the possible defect bound-state pole is
d(θ) = 1√
3 + xν + x−1ν¯ (40)
where we introduced ν = ei πb6 and ν¯ = ν−1, satisfying
d(θ + iπ)d(θ) = 1
1 − 2 cos( bπ3 − 2iθ)
d
(
θ + iπ
3
)
d
(
θ − iπ
3
)
= 1
2 cos( bπ − iθ)d(θ). (41)6
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The form factor solutions of the primary fields up to level 2.
Operator Q1 Q2
Φ− νσ1 + ν¯σ¯1 +
√
3 σ1(ν2σ2 +
√
3νσ1 + σ1σ¯1 + 1 +
√
3ν¯σ¯1 + ν¯2σ¯2)
Φ+ νσ1 + ν¯σ¯1 −
√
3 σ1(ν2σ2 −
√
3νσ1 + σ1σ¯1 + 1 −
√
3ν¯σ¯1 + ν¯2σ¯2)
ϕ¯ ν¯σ¯1 ν¯σ1(ν¯σ¯2 + ν)
ϕ νσ1 νσ1(νσ2 + ν¯)
The singularity axioms provide recursion relations between the polynomials Qn as
Qn+2(−x, x, x1, . . . , xn) = Kn(x, x1, . . . , xn)Qn(x1, . . . , xn)
Qn+1(xω,xω¯, x1, . . . , xn−1) = Dn(x, x1, . . . , xn−1)Qn(x, x1, . . . , xn−1) (42)
where ω = e iπ3 , ω¯ = ω−1 and we explicitly have
Kn(x, x1, . . . , xn)
= (−1)n(x2ν2 − 1 + x−2ν−2)
× x
2(ω − ω¯)
(
n∏
i=1
(xω + xiω¯)(xω¯ − xiω)−
n∏
i=1
(xω − xiω¯)(xω¯ + xiω)
)
(43)
for the kinematical recursion and
Dn(x, x1, . . . , xn−1) =
(
νx + ν−1x−1)x n−1∏
i=1
(x + xi) (44)
for the dynamical one. Since Qn(x1, . . . , xn) is a symmetric polynomial we use the elementary
symmetric polynomials σ (n)k , σ¯
(n)
k , defined by the generating function:
n∏
i=1
(x + xi) =
∑
k∈Z
xn−kσ (n)k (x1, . . . , xn); σ¯ (n)k (x1, . . . , xn) = σ (n)k
(
x−11 , . . . , x
−1
n
)
(45)
to formulate the results. Note that σ (n)k = 0, if k > n or if k < 0. We sometimes abbreviate
σ
(n)
k (x1, . . . , xn) to σk if it does not lead to any confusion.
The form factors of the left/right limits of the bulk operator Φ∓ follows from our previous
considerations and are trivially related to the bulk form factors. The low lying form factors of
the two chiral fields living only at the defects have been already calculated1 [4]. The results are
summarized in Table 1.
In Appendix A we explicitly derive all possible solutions of the form factor equations and
extend these results to any order. Here we list only the outcome.
The form factors of the two limits of the bulk fields, Φ±, are described in terms of the bulk
form factor solutions as
Q
Φ±
n (x1, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1
(
νxi + ν¯x−1i ∓
√
3
)
σ1σn−1Pn (46)
1 To match with the TCSA calculation we choose a different normalization for ϕ and ϕ¯ than in [4].
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Pn = detΣ(n), Σ(n)ij = σ (n)3i−2j+1(x1, . . . , xn) (47)
The defect form factors have the generic structure:
Qn = R(σ1, σ¯1)σnPnSn (48)
where Sn does not depend on the operator:
Sn = τn−1 +
∑
m1
(−1)m(τn+1−6m + τn−1−6m); τk =
∑
l∈Z
ν2l−kσ¯k−lσl, (49)
while the operator dependent parts are
Rϕ¯(σ1, σ¯1) = ν¯σ¯1; Rϕ(σ1, σ¯1) = νσ1. (50)
2.2.2. Exact vacuum expectation values
The form factors are normalized with their vacuum expectation values (VEVs), so here we
determine them. The exact VEV of the bulk field of the scaling Lee–Yang theory is known from
conformal perturbation theory and from TBA in the ultraviolet limit [29].
Since the VEV of the bulk field does not depend on its location and the defect fields Φ±
correspond to its limits, we conclude that
〈Φ〉 = 〈Φ+〉 = 〈Φ−〉 = 1
πλ(1 − h)
π
4
√
3
m2  1.23939m2h (51)
In order to obtain the expectation values of the chiral fields ϕ, ϕ¯, we adopt an argument similar
to [12]. The vacuum energy of the system can be generically parametrized as [3]
E0(L) = ed(b)+LEbulk +ETBA0 (L) (52)
where the bulk energy constant is Ebulk = − 14√3m2, the defect energy is given in (29) and
ETBA0 (L) is the ground-state energy in the TBA scheme, given in (102) below.
The presence of an integrable defect does not destroy the existence of momentum, merely
modifies the momentum eigenvalues, yielding a nonzero value in the ground state. In the same
way as for the defect energy, this defect momentum can be conveniently extracted in the ultravi-
olet limit, if one makes use of the expression
P TBA0 (L) = −
m
2π
∫
dθ sinh θ log
(
1 + e−ε˜(θ))= P0(L)− pd(b) (53)
for the exact finite-volume ground state momentum. Here ˜ satisfies the ground-state TBA equa-
tion (see also Section 5)
˜(θ) = mL cosh θ − logT+
(
iπ
2
− θ
)
− ϕ(θ)  log(1 + e−˜(θ));
ϕ(θ) = − i
2π
∂θ logS(θ) (54)
In the L → 0 limit, the solution of (54) develops two plateau regions, which grow as ∼log 2
mL
,
separated by a breather region around the origin. The plateaus end in two kink regions, which
do not contribute to the ground state momentum. We therefore focus onto the central region and
make use of the pseudo energy
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L→0 ˜(θ) (55)
describing the root distribution in the deep ultraviolet limit. Expanding the expression (54) with
L = 0 around θ → ±∞ as in [30,3] produces
ε0(θ → ±∞)  −A±e∓θ + ε∗ ± C2π I±e
∓θ (56)
where the asymptotic behavior of the kernel and of the source term of (55) define ϕ(θ → ±∞) ∼
Ce∓θ and logT+(i π2 − θ → ±∞) ∼ A±e∓θ . For the model at hand, C = −2
√
3 and A± =
∓2i(e±iπ b+16 + e±iπ b−16 ). Finally, ε∗ = log 1+
√
5
2 is the plateau value of the limit solution for the
pseudo energy and we introduce the notation:
I± =
∞∫
−∞
dθ e±θ d
dθ
log
(
1 + e−ε0(θ)) (57)
We define Y(θ) = e−ε0(θ), which satisfies the
Y
(
θ + i π
3
)
Y
(
θ − i π
3
)
= 1 + Y(θ), (58)
functional relation, i.e. the Lee–Yang Y system [3]. This function has period 5iπ3 in the imagi-
nary direction, hence its asymptotic expansion can only contain powers of e± 65 θ : cancellation of
the terms proportional to e±θ in (56) allows to compute I± exactly. From the expression (53),
one then has
lim
L→0
P TBA0
m
= −A+ −A−
2C
(59)
so that the defect momentum is (29).
As a last step, we take the vacuum expectation values of the Hamiltonian and the momentum
operator, (86), (87), and differentiate them with respect to the defect parameter b
∂
∂b
〈H 〉 = i π
5
(
μ〈ϕ〉 − μ¯〈ϕ¯〉) ∂
∂b
〈P 〉 = i π
5
(
μ〈ϕ〉 + μ¯〈ϕ¯〉) (60)
By virtue of (33), (29), we obtain the vacuum expectation values of the fields ϕ and ϕ¯,
〈ϕ〉 = − 5i
12μ
e−i
πb
6 〈ϕ¯〉 = 5i
12μ¯
ei
πb
6 (61)
which we compare with the numerical values in Section 4. Observe that differentiating in Eq. (60)
the exact finite volume ground state energy (52) and ground state momentum (53), instead of their
asymptotic values (29), we could exactly derive the complete finite size one point function of the
defect operators ϕ and ϕ¯.
2.2.3. Spectral expansion of two-point functions
The form factor expansion for correlation functions has proven to be extremely rapidly con-
vergent in the Lee–Yang theory [30], providing a good estimate for the correlation function〈
Φ(x, t)Φ(0,0)
〉 (62)
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up to very small values of the separation between the fields. It is therefore a legitimate check of
the form factors expressions, as well as a due comparison of the convergence properties of the
spectral expansion in the case of operators living on the defect, to repeat this analysis for the
various two-point functions of ϕ, ϕ¯, Φ±.
In the following we analyze the two point functions of local operators 〈Oˆ1(r)Oˆ2(0)〉 by in-
serting a resolution of the identity
〈
Oˆ1(r)Oˆ2(0)
〉= ∞∑
n=0
〈0|Oˆ1(0)|n〉〈n|Oˆ2(0)|0〉e−Enr (63)
The various matrix elements are the generic form factors (7), which all can be expressed in terms
of the elementary ones. Truncation of the series up to two particle terms gives a good approxi-
mation valid even for very small separations, which can be compared to the short distance CFT
predictions. In so doing we assume that the local fields in the perturbed theory are in one-to-
one correspondence with the operator content of the CFT, apart from additive renormalization
constants [30]. The products of fields living on the defect Oˆ1(r), Oˆ2(0), for small Euclidean
time separation, r , can be treated by exploiting their operator product expansion in the short-
distance CFT
Oˆ1(r)Oˆ2(0) ∼
∑
j
C
j
12Oˆj
|r|h1+h2−hj (64)
where hi denote the scaling dimension of the operators and the structure constants Cj12 were
given in [5]. Knowledge of the exact vacuum expectation values (51), (61), allows one to extract
the behavior of the correlation function as r → 0.
We found that the spectral series reproduce the correlation functions to very good accuracy,
even for small values of r , by a restricted number of terms only. In the following we focus on the
one- and two-particle contributions.
The relevant structure constants are written in terms of the constants β =
√
2
1+√5 , α =√
Γ (1/5)Γ (6/5)
Γ (3/5)Γ (4/5) and η = ei
π
5
. In particular, we show in Fig. 1 the real and imaginary part of the
Φ+ϕ correlation function, which for short distance is expanded as
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Φ+(r)ϕ(0)
〉∼ CΦ+Φ+ϕ〈Φ+〉r1/5 +CΦ−Φ+ϕ〈Φ−〉r1/5 +Cϕ¯Φ+ϕ〈ϕ¯〉r2/5 (65)
with CΦ+Φ+ϕ = α2 (β+β−1 + i4√5 ), C
Φ−
Φ+ϕ = αβ2 (1− i(β−β
−1)
4√5 ), C
ϕ¯
Φ+ϕ = − ηβ . The short distance CFT
expansion is shown with continuous lines, while the form factor expansion with dots. The two
point functions of other fields are analyzed in Appendix B.
3. Finite volume form factors: theoretical framework
To verify the predictions made by the defect form factor bootstrap one can use the finite vol-
ume form factor formalism developed by Pozsgay and Takacs [23,24]. Based on the description
of the finite volume spectrum provided by the Bethe–Yang equations, the formalism gives all
finite volume corrections that decay as a power in the inverse volume. The remaining corrections
are suppressed exponentially as the volume increases, and at present only a partial description is
available for them [27]. In this paper we confine ourselves to the power corrections, as these are
sufficient to verify the validity of the defect form factor bootstrap.
3.1. Finite volume energy levels
The finite volume energy levels can be identified with multi-particle states |{I1, . . . , In}〉L
containing n particles, labeled by quantum numbers I1, . . . , In which parametrize the quantiza-
tion of particle momenta. The quantization conditions satisfied by the particle rapidities θk are
the Bethe–Yang equations
eimL sinh θkT−(θk)
∏
j =k
S(θk − θj ) = 1 k = 1, . . . , n (66)
Taking the logarithm, these equations can be rewritten as
Qk(θ1, . . . , θn)L = 2πIk k = 1, . . . , n (67)
where
Qk(θ1, . . . , θn)L = mL sinh θk − i logT−(θk)−
∑
j =k
i logS(θk − θj ) (68)
and the energy is given by
E(L) = E0(L)+
n∑
k=1
m cosh θk +O
(
e−μL
) (69)
where μ is some characteristic scale, and E0(L) is the ground state (vacuum) energy.
The k-th equation in (67) characterizes the monodromy of the wave functions under moving
the k-th particle to the right and around the circle; in doing so, one picks up the phase from
crossing the defect, the scattering with the other particles (note the order of the rapidity difference
inside S, which corresponds to particle k entering the scattering from the left!). The reason why
only T−(θ) enters is that it is the phase-shift suffered by a particle of θ > 0 when crossing the
defect from the left; on the other hand, if a given particle has θ < 0 its monodromy when crossing
from the right to the left would be given by T+(−θ); therefore, when crossing from the left to
the right the phase-shift is given by
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which is equal to T−(θ) by defect unitarity. As a result, Eqs. (67), (68) describe all states in the
spectrum by letting the sign of the rapidities free, i.e. by letting Ik to take any integer values.
However, due to S(0) = −1 the multi-particle wave-functions are non-vanishing only if all the
rapidities, and therefore all the quantum numbers, take distinct values.
The density of states in finite volume can be obtained from the Jacobi determinant of the
mapping from rapidity space to the space of the quantum numbers:
ρn(θ1, . . . , θn)L = det
{
∂Qk(θ1, . . . , θn)L
∂θj
}
k,j=1,...,n
(71)
3.2. Non-diagonal matrix elements
Using the arguments in the work [23], the finite volume matrix elements of a defect operator
can be obtained as〈{J1, . . . , Jn}∣∣O(t = 0)∣∣{I1, . . . , Ik}〉L
= ±F
O(θ˜ ′n + iπ, . . . , θ˜ ′1 + iπ, θ˜1, . . . , θ˜k)√
ρn(θ˜
′
1, . . . , θ˜
′
n)Lρk(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜k)L
Φ
(
θ˜ ′1, . . . , θ˜ ′n
)∗
Φ(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜k)+O
(
e−μL
)
(72)
where FO is the infinite volume form factor, θ˜1, . . . , θ˜k and θ˜ ′1, . . . , θ˜ ′n are the solutions to the
Bethe–Yang equations (67), (68) with quantum numbers I1, . . . , Ik and J1, . . . , Jn, respectively,
and the Φ are phase factors ensuring that the finite volume scattering state is symmetric in its
arguments and is invariant under crossing any particle of the defect. Clearly in finite volume
the particles are not ordered and are on the left and on the right of the defect in the same time.
The correct phase factor with this properties have the form
Φ(θ1, . . . , θn) = ±
(
n∏
j,l=1
j<l
S(θj − θl)
n∏
j=1
T−(θj )
)− 12
(73)
We remark that the phases Φ have no physical significance as they cancel in any correlation
function computed in the theory, whether in finite or infinite volume; it is only necessary to keep
track of them when analytically continuing (72) to complex values of the rapidities, as in [21,27].
Finally, the ± sign results from the ambiguity in choosing the branch of the square root functions;
the same ambiguity is present in TCSA as the eigenvectors still have a residual sign ambiguity
even after imposing a suitable reality condition.
In the case of the Lee–Yang model we have a physical normalization of the TCSA eigenvec-
tors. We chose the normalization of the UV primary defect creating fields as
CIdd = CId¯d¯ = 1; CIDD = −1, (74)
the same way as in [5]. The ground state of the perturbed CFT flows to the lowest energy state in
the UV limit which is the field D with negative squared norm. This is therefore natural to chose
the ground state TCSA vectors at any volume to be purely imaginary.
The second and the third lowest energy states in the TCSA (which correspond to the slowest
left- and right-moving one particle states in the scattering theory point of view) never cross any
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the conformal theory, namely |d〉 and |d¯〉. Consequently we normalized the corresponding TCSA
vectors to be real.
In the UV limit the states of the Verma modules built over the highest weight states d and d¯
are related by parity transformation while the Verma module of D is parity symmetric. In case of
a parity symmetric defect the only parity symmetric states in the scattering theory are the even
particle states composed by particles with opposite rapidities, so these states flow to some parity
symmetric state in the D-module. These arguments suggest us that the even particle TCSA states
flow to the D-module while the odd particle TCSA states to either to the d-module or to the
d¯-module in the conformal limit. For this reason we normalized the even particle TCSA states to
be purely imaginary while the odd particle states to be real. This assumption is tested a posteriori,
measuring the phases (or equivalently both the real and imaginary part) of the form factors from
the TCSA and comparing them to the theoretically computed finite volume form factors allow us
a non-trivial check, and we found a perfect agreement for all the studied states.
For bulk operators, the extension of (72) is simple. As noted in [4], the presence of an inte-
grable defect only breaks translational invariance by having a defect momentum pD (in addition
to a defect energy ED). The total momentum, which includes the defect momentum as well,
is conserved; therefore the space–time dependence of a bulk operator can be computed by mul-
tiplying (72) by the phase factor
e−itE+ixP (75)
where
E =
k∑
i=1
m cosh θ˜i −
n∑
j=1
m cosh θ˜ ′j
P =
k∑
i=1
m sinh θ˜i −
n∑
j=1
m sinh θ˜ ′j (76)
3.3. Diagonal matrix elements
Formula (72) is valid if there are no disconnected terms in the matrix element. Disconnected
terms arise when there is at least one rapidity value among the θ˜1, . . . , θ˜m which coincides with a
value occurring in θ˜ ′1, . . . , θ˜ ′n. Following two energy levels as the volume L varies, this can occur
at particular isolated values of L, but these cases are not interesting as the matrix element can be
evaluated by taking the limit of (72) in the volume. Therefore the only interesting cases are when
disconnected terms are present for a continuous range of the volume L. Due to the presence of
interactions (the S terms) in (67), (68) this can only occur in very specific situations; the only
generic class is when the matrix element is diagonal, i.e. the two states are eventually identical,
in which case disconnected terms are present for all values of L.
In this case, we can proceed by analogy to the bulk and boundary cases. For diagonal matrix
elements〈{I1, . . . , In}∣∣O∣∣{I1, . . . , In}〉L (77)
Eq. (72) shows that the relevant form factor expression is
FO(θn + iπ, . . . , θ1 + iπ, θ1, . . . , θn) (78)
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pends on the direction of the limit. The terms that are relevant in the limit can be written in the
following general form:
FO(θn + iπ + n, . . . , θ1 + iπ + 1, θ1, . . . , θn)
=
n∏
i=1
1
i
·
n∑
i1=1
. . .
n∑
in=1
Ai1...in (θ1, . . . , θn)i1i2 . . . in + · · · (79)
whereAa1...ani1...in is a completely symmetric tensor of rank n in the indices i1, . . . , in, and the ellipsis
denote terms that vanish when taking i → 0 simultaneously.
The connected matrix element can be identified as the i independent part of Eq. (79), i.e. the
part which does not diverge whenever any of the i is taken to zero:
FOconn(θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) = n!A1...n(θ1, . . . , θn) (80)
where the appearance of the factor n! is simply due to the permutations of the i .
Following [24,16], we are lead to the following expression〈{I1 . . . In}∣∣O∣∣{I1 . . . In}〉L
= 1
ρn(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n)L
∑
A⊂{1,2,...n}
FOconn
({θ˜k}k∈A)ρ˜n(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n|A)L +O(e−μL) (81)
where the summation runs over all subsets A of {1,2, . . . , n}, and {θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n} are the Bethe–
Yang rapidities corresponding to the set of quantum numbers {I1, . . . , In}. For any such subset,
we define the appropriate sub-determinant
ρ˜n(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n|A) = detJA(θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n) (82)
of the n× n Bethe–Yang Jacobi matrix
J (θ˜1, . . . , θ˜n)kl = ∂Qk(θ1, . . . , θn)L
∂θl
(83)
where JA is obtained by deleting the rows and columns corresponding to the subset of indices A.
The determinant of the empty sub-matrix (i.e. when A = {1,2, . . . n}) is defined to equal to 1
by convention. Note also that diagonal matrix elements have no space–time dependence at all,
therefore (81) is true both for operators located on the defect and in the bulk.
We note for bulk theories on a spatial circle without defects, that there exists another class
of matrix elements with disconnected contributions when there is a particle of exactly zero mo-
mentum in both states. However, due to the presence of the defect this class is absent here.
For example, from (66) it follows that the existence of a state with a single stationary particle
would require
T−(θ = 0) = 1 (84)
but this is not satisfied for any finite value of the defect parameter b. The only class of matrix
elements that has disconnected pieces at more than isolated values of L is the diagonal one treated
above.
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A valuable tool for investigating statistical field theories in the vicinity of the critical point
was devised in [28] and successfully tested on the scaling Lee–Yang theory. Being based on the
knowledge of the Hilbert space at the conformal point, where the spectrum is discrete, and on the
truncation of the constituting Verma modules at a certain level m, it has been dubbed truncated
conformal space approach (TCSA).
In the present case, the Hilbert space is spanned by the defect-creating operators, whose cor-
responding hw. states are denoted by |D〉, |d〉, |d¯〉 in [5], with conformal dimensions (h, h¯) =
(− 15 ,− 15 ), (− 15 ,0), (0,− 15 ).
In order to evaluate matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, the theory is mapped on the plane by
the transformation
z = e−i 2πL ζ , z¯ = ei 2πL ζ¯ (85)
where ζ = x + iy and ζ¯ = x − iy are the Euclidean coordinates on the cylinder. Operators will
appear as finite-size matrices on the states |j〉 of the conformal Hilbert space on the plane and
the Hamiltonian and momentum operators read
H
m
= 2π
mL
(
L0 + L¯0 + 1130 + ξ
(
L
2πκ
)1+ 15 (
a
(
G−1ϕˆ
)
jk + a¯
(
G−1 ˆ¯ϕ)jk)
+
(
L
2πκ
)2+ 25 (
G−1Φ
)
jk
)
(86)
P
m
= 2π
mL
(
L0 − L¯0 + ξ
(
L
2πκ
)1+ 15 (
a
(
G−1ϕˆ
)
jk
− a¯(G−1 ˆ¯ϕ)
jk
)) (87)
where Gjk = 〈j |k〉, ϕˆjk = 〈j |ϕ(1)|k〉, ˆ¯ϕjk = 〈j |ϕ¯(1)|k〉, Φˆjk = 〈j |Φ(1,1)|k〉Pjk and the matrix
Pjk =
{−2π if hk − h¯k − hj + h¯j = 0
−2e−iπ(hk−h¯k−hj+h¯j ) sin π(hk−h¯k−hj+h¯j )
(hk−h¯k−hj+h¯j ) otherwise
(88)
is obtained by performing the integration on the spatial coordinate of the bulk perturbing field.
Also, there appear the parameters κ = 219/12
√
π(Γ ( 35 )Γ (
4
5 ))
5/12
55/16Γ ( 23 )Γ (
5
6 )
, ξ = 4
√
5
8 + 3
√
5
8 , a = e−i
π
5 (b−2) and
a¯ = ei π5 (b−2).
Diagonalization of the truncated Hamiltonian yields the energy levels, which can be compared
with the corresponding quantities obtained from Bethe–Yang equation (66), finding excellent
agreement in all intermediate regimes [5].
Truncation of the Hilbert space introduces an error in the computation of energy levels and
matrix elements. However, at least for an operator with weight h, h¯ < 12 , such an error is expected
to be smaller and smaller as the truncation level is increased. We found that, due to the rapid
growth of the Hilbert space and the consequent processor memory usage, it was impossible for
us to go beyond truncation level n = 18, where the effects due to the finiteness of the space are
still noticeable. This forced us to improve the precision by renormalization group (RG) methods.
A renormalization group for the truncation level dependence was introduced in [13,15,14]
and extended to VEVs in [26]. Here we briefly repeat the basic steps of the derivation in [26]
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extensive explanation of the procedure.
The matrix element of a given local operator O, represented on a finite-dimensional space,
will be denoted by
Oab(n) = 〈a|PnO(0,0)Pne−λ
∫
d2r V (r)−η ∫ dt W(t)Pn|b〉 (89)
where the last factor in the expectation value represents a combined bulk and defect perturbation,
as in (26), the operator Pn is a projector onto the states up to level n, and the operator products
are assumed to be time ordered.
The idea is to study the difference Oab(n+ 1)−Oab(n) by perturbation theory using that the
couplings λ, η are relevant, and so when the descendant states at the cutoff level n have energy
much higher than the mass gap 4πn
L
 m their effect can be taken into account perturbatively.
The bulk perturbation has already been analyzed in the original literature and the method can
be straightforwardly extended to a combined bulk and defect perturbation; we concentrate here
on the defect part, and only present the main differences with respect to the original derivation
in [26]. It is possible to consider separately the two components of the perturbation because the
(projected) parts of the evolution operators associated with the two perturbations commute to
first order in λ, η. As a first step, we write the matrix element in the form
Qab(n) = 〈a|U(n)+ (η)PnO(0)PnU(n)− (η)|b〉 (90)
where U(n)± are past and future evolution operators at a given cutoff. We evaluate the difference
Qab(n+ 1)−Qab(n)
= −2η
(
L
2π
)1−hW−hW
×
1∫
0
dρ ρ−1+hW+hW 〈a|U(n)+ (η)O(1)(Pn+1 − Pn)W(ρ)U(n)− (η)|b〉 +O
(
η2
) (91)
where we applied the exponential map (85), with z = ρeiγ and put the defect at the radius γ = 0.
We then use the operator product expansion
O(0)W(z) =
∑
A
CAOWA(0)
|1 − ρ|hO+hW−hA+hO+hW−hA (92)
where the summation runs over the scaling fields of the Hilbert space at the conformal point,
while the CAOW are the associated structure constants. In the above expression, the projector on
the n-th level singles out the corresponding descendants in the sum, and after further manipula-
tions in the limit n  1, one obtains
d
dn
Qab(n) ∝
∑
A
KAn
hO+hW−hA+hO+hW−hA−2 (93)
which implies that truncation errors, in the case of a defect perturbation, decay as
Qab(n) = Qab(∞)+
∑
A
K˜An
hO+hW−hA+hO+hW−hA−1 (94)
Conversely, in the case in which the action contains a bulk perturbation only, it was found that
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∑
A
K˜An
hO+hW−hA+hO+hW−hA−2 (95)
which shows why truncation effects from the defect perturbation are generically more relevant
than those resulting from the bulk perturbation.
For practical reasons, since the sub-leading terms which are not taken into account in the
formula above are O(1/n), one retains in the sum only the most relevant defect fields, which
correspond to the leading terms for large n.
Understanding the behavior of the matrix elements allows to extrapolate their value when the
cutoff in the state number tends to infinity and allows comparison with the quantities computed
in Section 3. Explicit examples can be obtained by using the OPE given in [5]: in the case of ϕ
and ϕ¯, the slowest correction arises from the presence of the Φ± channel in the OPE of ϕ and ϕ¯
and gives a power of n−1; conversely, from the fact that the structure constants Cϕ¯Φ±ϕ, C
ϕ
Φ±ϕ¯ are
different from zero, one obtains that the cut-off dependence vanishes as n−6/5 for Φ±.
4.1. Vacuum expectation values
We would like to compare the expectation values of the fields Φ±, ϕ, ϕ¯ derived in Sec-
tion 2.2.2, to the data extracted from TCSA. Throughout this section, we work at a fixed value of
b = −3 + 0.5i. As explained in [5], such a value ensures a real spectrum, thereby facilitating the
comparison between the energy and momentum data computed from the Bethe–Yang equations
and from TCSA. We chose a value of the defect parameter with a small imaginary part in or-
der to avoid the occurrence of degenerate subspaces (corresponding, in the infrared, to particles
traveling with opposite rapidity). In the form factor comparison we are interested not only in the
eigenvalues but also in the eigenvectors of the TCSA energy and momentum. As energy levels
might be degenerate for specific volumes the identification and systematic tracking of states can
be problematic. To avoid this we combine the self-adjoint H and P into H + iP , which has
nondegenerate complex spectrum, and by following its eigenstates we could identify 127 states
(up to four-particle ones) from TCSA.
In the following we present the real and imaginary parts of measured, extrapolated and theo-
retically calculated form factors. All of them have the same consistent legend: green color shows
the real part of measured form factors at cut level 12, 14, 16, 18 (•,,,); red squares show
the real part of extrapolated data with confidence intervals; and black line shows the real part
of theoretical values. The imaginary parts have the same structure, with colors purple, blue and
orange, respectively.
Concerning the confidence intervals we used Mathematica 9 to fit the leading cut dependence
via (95). We found that the real and imaginary parts are basically not correlated thus we fit them
separately. On all the figures the confidence level is 95%. The theoretical data can be outside
the confidence interval for two reasons. For small volumes the TCSA data are reliable but the
exponentially suppressed vacuum polarization effects of the form factor are no longer negligi-
ble. For large volume the finite volume form factors are reliable but the sub-leading TCSA cut
dependence becomes relevant.
First, we present an example of how the extrapolation procedure works in the case of the
defect field ϕ. In Fig. 2, we show the TCSA data and the extrapolated value together with the
theoretical value for cylinder sizes between 0.2 and 20.
We report below the numerical comparison between the exact expectation values of the oper-
ators living on the defect and the ones extrapolated at a large enough volume mL = 15, such that
the exponential finite-size corrections can be safely neglected (Table 2).
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Table 2
Numerical comparison of the TCSA extrapolated and the theoretical values of the vacuum expectation values of different
operators at volume mL = 15.
ϕ ϕ¯ Φ+
TCSA extrapolated VEV 1.2795 1.1529 1.2368
Theoretical VEV 1.2814 1.154 1.2394
4.2. One particle form factors
We now turn to one-particle form factors, which, in the presence of a defect, already carry a
nontrivial dependence on the rapidity of the particle due to the transmission factors from Sec-
tion 2.1 above.
We can collect extrapolated data from states labeled by different quantization numbers and
from different volumes (from 4 to 20). The particle rapidity in a given state is determined from
the BY equation (66). From this, it is known how to relate the finite volume matrix elements and
the infinite volume form factors, through (72).
We now examine the one-particle form factors of the fields ϕ and ϕ. Following the procedure
outlined above, we obtain confirmation of the expected θ -dependence.
Tho similar analysis for the one particle form factors of the operators Φ± can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
4.3. Multiparticle form factors
Analogously to the one particle form factors above we can check the two or more particles
form factors. However, they will generally depend on more than one rapidities separately. For
this reason it is easier to analyze the volume dependence of a form factor for a given state, identi-
fied by the quantization numbers of its rapidities in the Bethe–Yang equation (66). Such lines are
identified from the corresponding energy and momentum levels. Here below, we present some ex-
amples of different states (Figs. 3–5). A more exhaustive list of data can be found in Appendix B.
520 Z. Bajnok et al. / Nuclear Physics B 882 (2014) 501–531Fig. 3. Comparison between the extrapolated TCSA data (dots with confidence bars) and the theoretical prediction (solid
line) for the one-particle form factor of the operators ϕ and ϕ¯ .
Fig. 4. Left: one-particle form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum number n1 = 3. Right: one-
particle form factor of the operator ϕ¯ on the state n1 = 3. The solid lines are computed from formula (72), while the dots
with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The consistent legend is described in the beginning of
Section 4.1.)
Fig. 5. Left: one-particle diagonal form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum number n1 = 1. Right:
one-particle diagonal form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = 1. The solid lines are computed from formula (81),
while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The consistent legend is described in the
beginning of Section 4.1.)
We remark that the extrapolation fails for very large values of the dimensionless volume mL.
The reason is that for relevant perturbing fields the dimensionless couplings in the Hamiltonian
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when the condition
4πn
mL
 1 (96)
is satisfied [26]; if this is not the case, it is necessary to evaluate the cutoff dependence to higher
orders in perturbation theory, which is a very complicated task and out of the scope of the present
work. These extra terms appear during the extrapolation procedure as systematic errors, and this
is why the confidence intervals calculated during data fittings do not always contain the theo-
retical data (mainly for larger volumes). However these confidence intervals were kept, because
usually they correctly reflect the reliability of TCSA method.
4.4. Diagonal form factors
To calculate the diagonal form factors in finite volume we need the connected form factors
defined in Eq. (80). We can make use of the identities (38) and (41) to simplify these expressions.
For operators Φ± we get
F
Φ±
2n,c(θ1, . . . , θn) = 〈Φ〉
( 4√3i√
2v(0)
)2n
f (iπ)n
Q
Φ±
n (θ1, . . . , θn)∏n
j<k(sinh2(θj − θk)+ sin2(π3 ))
(97)
with QΦ±n given in Eq. (46).
Here we show the one particle diagonal matrix elements. The multiparticle matrix elements
up to four particle number can be found in Appendix B.
5. Expectation values in finite volume/temperature
In this section we derive the exact finite volume vacuum expectation value of our fields.
We follow the derivation in [25] and indicate the slight modifications only. We start with an
operator, O, localized in the bulk at x = −1 and y = 0. The defect is localized at x = 0 and the
size of our system is L. As usual we do the calculation on the torus by exchanging the role of
space and time:
L〈0|O(−1,0)|0〉L = lim
R→∞
Tr(O(0,−1)e−H(R)LD)
Tr(e−H(R)LD)
(98)
In the mirror (exchanged) theory the defect acts like an operator, which we denote by D. As the
location of the defect operator is irrelevant we can follow the derivation of the defect TBA equa-
tion [3] to redefine the Hamiltonian to be
H˜ (R) = H(R)− 1
L
logD. (99)
This will have no other effect then to change the dispersion relation as
m cosh θ → m cosh θ − 1
L
logT+
(
iπ
2
− θ
)
(100)
With these changes the TBA equation takes the form
˜(θ) = mL cosh θ − logT+
(
iπ
2
− θ
)
−
∞∫
dθ ′
2Iπ
ϕ
(
θ − θ ′) log(1 + e−˜(θ ′)) (101)−∞
522 Z. Bajnok et al. / Nuclear Physics B 882 (2014) 501–531Fig. 6. Comparison of the TCSA data (red dots) to the prediction from the series (103) up to 3 terms (black curve) and
up to 2 terms (black dashed curve) for the finite-volume vacuum expectation value of the fields Φ±. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
giving the ground state energy as
ETBA0 (L) = −m
∞∫
−∞
dθ
2π
cosh(θ) log
(
1 + e−˜(θ)) (102)
The only deference compared to the periodic situation is that the pseudo energy has changed.
Thus the derivation of [25] will lead to the result
L〈0|O|0〉L =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
n∏
j=1
∫
dθj
2π
1
1 + e˜(θj ) F
C
2n(θ1, . . . , θn) (103)
for the exact finite volume vacuum expectation value of any bulk operator. Clearly this results
holds for the two limits Φ± of the bulk field. The calculation of the exact finite volume vacuum
expectation values of the defect fields ϕ and ϕ¯ follows from the exact ground state energy and
momentum as we explained at the end of Section 2.2.2.
As far as the fields Φ± are concerned, the knowledge of the form factors of the trace of the
bulk stress tensor [30] is sufficient to exploit the connected multi-particle form factors.
The numerical comparison goes in two steps: first, we solve Eq. (101) iteratively for the
pseudo energy, starting from a trial solution containing only the hyperbolic term in large vol-
ume and decreasing the volume gradually. Then, we compute the series (103) with the form
factors given above. In Fig. 6, we show a comparison between the extrapolated one-point func-
tion of the field Φ± and the corresponding defect LeClair–Mussardo series, up to three-particle
contributions. Note that the outcome of the procedure is different from the bulk case.
The numerical values of these points, for more precise comparison, are reported in Fig. 7.
6. Conclusions
We developed the theory of finite volume form factors in the presence of integrable defects.
Our framework is valid for large volumes and takes into account all polynomial finite size correc-
tions but neglects the exponentially small effects. We expressed these finite volume form factors
in terms of the infinite volume form factors and the finite volume density of states, which depends
on the scattering and transmission matrices.
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1 1.12971 1.12944
2 1.21394 1.21368
3 1.23245 1.23216
4 1.23733 1.23705
5 1.23875 1.23851
6 1.23919 1.23901
7 1.23933 1.23925
8 1.23937 1.23942
9 1.23939 1.23957
10 1.23939 1.23972
Fig. 7. Numerical values for Fig. 6.
We tested these ideas in the Lee–Yang model against the data of the truncated conformal space
approach. Within this framework, we numerically diagonalized the Hamiltonian of the finite
volume system on a truncated Hilbert space and evaluated the matrix elements of local operators.
We performed a systematic comparison: first we compared the vacuum expectation values of
all local fields. In so doing we derived exact explicit expressions for the vacuum expectation
values of all of the defects fields. We then determined all form factors of the defects fields.
We used these results to calculate the two point functions of defect fields, which we compared
to the short distance expansion, which contains information on the conformal structure constants
and the vacuum expectation values. We also compared the finite volume form factors against
the TCSA data. Finally, we derived an explicit expression for the exact finite volume vacuum
expectation value of any defect operator in terms of the multi-particle form factors and the defect
thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz pseudo energy, which we also checked numerically. In all of these
comparisons we used a renormalization group-improved version of TCSA, which we adapted to
the present case, and found excellent agreement.
Our methods developed for the Lee–Yang model have a much wider application and can be
directly generalized for any diagonal scattering theories. Especially, the parametrization of the
defect form factors in terms of the bulk form factors and extra polynomials should be applied
to other models. The generalization of our approach for non-diagonal theories is a non-trivial
and rather interesting problem. As the transmission matrix bootstrap program was completed for
many purely transmitting defect theories [7,9,8], it would be nice to formulate and solve their
form factor bootstrap program, too.
Here we analyzed only the polynomial corrections in the inverse of the volume for the finite
volume form factors. It is a challenging problem to calculate systematically the exponentially
small finite size correction.
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Appendix A. Exact form factor solutions
In this appendix we present all form factors of primary operators. The two limits of the bulk
fields Φ± are the simplest as they can be expressed in terms of the bulk form factors. For this
reason we recall the bulk form factors first.
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Bulk form factors of the operator Φ are parametrized as
Bn(θ1, . . . , θn) = 〈Φ〉Hn
∏
i<j
f (θi − θj )
xi + xj Q
bulk
n (x1, . . . , xn) (104)
In the Lee–Yang model Φ is the perturbing operator itself, thus it is proportional to the trace of
the energy–momentum tensor. As a consequence the form factor must have the form
Qbulk1 (x1) = 1 (105)
Qbulk2 (x1, x2) = σ (2)1 (x1, x2) (106)
Qbulkn (x1, . . . , xn) = σ (n)1 (x1, . . . , xn)σ (n)n−1(x1, . . . , xn)Pn(x1, . . . , xn) if n 3 (107)
where the Pn polynomials satisfy the following recurrence relations
Pn+2(x,−x, x1, . . . , xn) = (
∏n
i=1(x +ωxi)(x − ω¯xi)−
∏n
i=1(x −ωxi)(x + ω¯xi))
2x(ω − ω¯)
× (−1)n+1Pn(x1, . . . , xn) (108)
Pn+1(ωx, ω¯x, x1, . . . , xn) =
n−1∏
i=1
(x + xi)Pn(x, x1, . . . , xn) (109)
The solution of this recursion can be written in terms of a determinant:
Pn(x1, . . . , xn) = detΣ(n), Σ(n)ij (x1, . . . , xn) = σ (n)3i−2j+1(x1, . . . , xn) (110)
A.2. Form factors of Φ±
Based on our previous discussion the form factor of Φ− is the bulk form factor:
F
Φ−
n (θ1, . . . , θn) = Bn(θ1, . . . , θn) (111)
while the form factor is Φ+ is of the form
F
Φ+
n (θ1, . . . , θn) =
∏
n
T−(θi)Bn(θ1, . . . , θn) (112)
Comparing the parametrization of the bulk and defect form factors we can conclude that
Q
Φ±
n (x1, . . . , xn)
=
n∏
i=1
(
νxi + ν¯x−1i ∓
√
3
)
Qbulkn (x1, . . . , xn)
×
n∏
i=1
(
νxi + ν¯x−1i ∓
√
3
)
σ
(n)
1 (x1, . . . , xn)σ
(n)
n−1(x1, . . . , xn)Pn(x1, . . . , xn) (113)
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Let’s focus on the form factor solutions for a generic defect field. Calculating explicitly the
first few Q polynomials we found for ϕ:
Q
ϕ
1 = νσ1
Q
ϕ
2 = σ1 + ν2σ1σ2
Q
ϕ
3 = ν¯σ 21 + νσ 21 σ2 + ν3σ1σ2σ3
Q
ϕ
4 = ν¯2σ 21 σ2 + σ 21 σ 22 + ν2σ1σ 22 σ3 + ν4σ1σ2σ3σ4
Q
ϕ
5 = ν¯3
(
σ 21 σ2σ3 − σ 21 σ5
)+ ν¯(σ 21 σ 22 σ3 − σ 21 σ2σ5)+ ν(σ1σ 25 + σ1σ 22 σ 23 − 2σ1σ2σ3σ5)
+ ν3(σ1σ2σ 23 σ4 − σ1σ3σ4σ5)+ ν5(σ1σ2σ3σ4σ5 − σ1σ4σ 25 ) (114)
where at each level n = 1, . . . ,5 we abbreviated σ (n)k by σk .
These explicit solutions suggest to parametrize the general form factors as
Qn(n) = R
(
σ
(n)
1 , σ¯
(n)
1
)
σ (n)n P
(n)
n S
(n)
n (115)
for n 3, where R is some polynomial which depends on the operator. Plugging this expressions
into the recursive relations we obtain the recursions for Sn:
Sn+1(ωx, ω¯x, x1, . . . , xn−1) = (νx + ν¯x¯)Sn(x, x1, . . . , xn−1)
Sn+2(x,−x, x1, . . . , xn) = −
(
x2ν2 − 1 + x−2ν−2)Sn(x1, . . . , xn) (116)
The first few solutions are:
S3 =
(
ν−2σ¯2 + σ¯1σ1 + ν2σ2
)
S4 =
(
ν−3σ¯3 + ν−1σ¯2σ1 + νσ¯1σ2 + ν3σ3
)
S5 =
(
ν−4σ¯4 + ν2σ¯3σ1 + σ¯2σ2 + ν2σ¯1σ3 + ν4σ4
)− 1
S6 =
(
ν−5σ¯5 + ν−3σ¯4σ1 + ν−1σ¯3σ2 + νσ¯2σ3 + ν3σ¯1σ4 + ν5σ5
)− (ν−1σ¯1 + νσ1)
S7 =
(
ν−6σ¯6 + ν−4σ¯5σ1 + ν−2σ¯4σ2 + σ¯3σ3 + ν2σ¯2σ4 + ν4σ¯1σ5 + ν6σ6
)
− (ν−2σ¯2 + σ¯1σ1 + ν2σ2)− 1 (117)
These suggest that Sn’s are Laurent-polynomials, which are invariant under the simultaneous
exchanges of x ↔ x−1 and ν ↔ ν−1. In Sn the coefficient of νk is a homogeneous symmetric
Laurent-polynomial of degree k, for k ∈ {−n+ 1,−n+ 3, . . . , n− 1}. Let us define then
τk(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
l∈Z
ν2l−kσ¯k−l (x1, . . . , xn)σl(x1, . . . , xn) (118)
Here we sum over all integers l, but note that this sum is always finite. These Laurent-
polynomials satisfy the following useful identities:
τn+1(x1, . . . , xn) = τn−1(x1, . . . , xn) (119)
τk+2(x,−x, x1, . . . , xn) = τk+2(x1, . . . , xn)+ τk−2(x1, . . . , xn)
− (x2ν2 + x−2ν−2)τk(x1, . . . , xn) (120)
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(
xν + x−1ν−1)τk−1(x1, . . . , xn)
+ τk−2(x1, . . . , xn)+ τk(x1, . . . , xn) (121)
τk+1
(
xω,xω−1, x1, . . . , xn−1
)= (x−1ν−1 + xν)τk(x, x1, . . . , xn−1)− τk−1(x1, . . . , xn−1)
+ τk−3(x1, . . . , xn−1)+ τk+1(x1, . . . , xn−1) (122)
Using these properties it is easy to show by induction that the form factor solution is
Sn(x1, . . . , xn) = τn−1(x1, . . . , xn)−
(
τn−5(x1, . . . , xn)+ τn−7(x1, . . . , xn)
)
+ (τn−11(x1, . . . , xn)+ τn−13(x1, . . . , xn))− · · ·
= τn−1(x1, . . . , xn)
+
∑
m1
(−1)m(τn+1−6m(x1, . . . , xn)+ τn−1−6m(x1, . . . , xn)) (123)
The operator-dependent prefactors for ϕ and ϕ¯ in (115) are
Rϕ¯(σ1, σ¯1) = ν¯σ¯1; Rϕ(σ1, σ¯1) = νσ1 (124)
A.4. Form factors of descendant operators
Descendant operators correspond to the kernels of the recursion equations. These kernels are
the same as for the bulk theory: at level n they are
Kkinn (x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
1i<jn
(xi + xj ); Kdynn (x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
1i<jn
(
x2i + x2j + xixj
)
(125)
The common kernel is
Kn(x1, . . . , xn) = Kkinn (x1, . . . , xn)Kdynn (x1, . . . , xn) (126)
Adding formally K1 = 1 all solutions of the form factor equations originates form a top repre-
sentative at level n of the form
σ
a1
1 σ
a2
2 . . . σ
an
n Kn; a1, . . . , an−1 ∈N, an ∈ Z (127)
but it is a highly nontrivial task to relate them to the space of local defect operators.
Appendix B. Numerical data
In this appendix we extensively present our numerical data.
B.1. Short distance expansion of the two point function
In this subsection we show the real and imaginary parts of various correlation function.
The short distance CFT expansion is shown with continuous lines, while the form factor ex-
pansion with dots. In Fig. 8 we compare〈
Φ−(r)Φ+(0)
〉
∼ CIΦ−Φ+r4/5 +CΦ+Φ−Φ+〈Φ+〉r2/5 +C
Φ−
Φ−Φ+〈Φ−〉r2/5
+Cϕ 〈ϕ〉r3/5 +Cϕ¯ 〈ϕ¯〉r3/5 (128)Φ−Φ+ Φ−Φ+
Z. Bajnok et al. / Nuclear Physics B 882 (2014) 501–531 527Fig. 8. Φ−Φ+ correlation function: blue and purple dots show the real and imaginary part calculated from the form
factor expansion up to two particle terms, while black and green curves the first order CFT perturbation results. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Φ+ϕ¯ ≡ Φ−ϕ correlation function: blue and purple dots show the real and imaginary part calculated from the
form factor expansion up to two particle terms, while black and green curves the first order CFT perturbation results.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where
CIΦ−Φ+ =
(
1 + β−2), CϕΦ−Φ+ = −iαη−2
√√
5
(
1 + β−2),
C
ϕ¯
Φ−Φ+ = iαη2
√√
5
(
1 + β−2), CΦ+Φ−Φ+ = CΦ−Φ−Φ+ = α2/β.
Also, in Fig. 9, we present the correlator〈
Φ−(r)ϕ(0)
〉∼ CΦ+Φ−ϕ〈Φ+〉r1/5 +CΦ−Φ−ϕ〈Φ−〉r1/5 +Cϕ¯Φ−ϕ〈ϕ¯〉r2/5 (129)
with
C
Φ−
Φ−ϕ =
α
2
(
β + β−1 − i4√5
)
, C
Φ+
Φ−ϕ =
αβ
2
(
1 + (β − β−1) i4√5
)
,
C
ϕ¯
Φ−ϕ = −
1
.ηβ
528 Z. Bajnok et al. / Nuclear Physics B 882 (2014) 501–531Fig. 10. ϕϕ correlation function: blue and purple dots show the real and imaginary part calculated by form factor expan-
sion up to two particle terms, while black and green curves the first order CFT perturbation results. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 11. Comparison between the extrapolated TCSA data (dots with confidence bars) and the theoretical prediction (solid
line) for the one-particle form factor of the operators Φ+ and Φ− .
Fig. 10, finally, exhibits the correlation functions〈
ϕ(r)ϕ(0)
〉∼ CIϕϕr2/5 +Cϕϕϕ〈ϕ〉r1/5 〈ϕ¯(r)ϕ¯(0)〉∼ CIϕ¯ϕ¯r2/5 +Cϕ¯ϕ¯ϕ¯〈ϕ¯〉r1/5 (130)
where
CIϕϕ = CIϕ¯ϕ¯ = −1 and Cϕϕϕ = Cϕ¯ϕ¯ϕ¯ =
α
β
.
In all of these formulas, the vacuum expectation values of defect operators from Section 2.2.2
are used.
B.2. One particle form factors
In this subsections we present the various particle form factors. We start with the one-particle
form factors of the fields Φ±. Data are collected from various Bethe–Yang quantization numbers
and volumes (Fig. 11).
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In this subsection we present the comparison of data for multiparticle form factors (Figs. 12,
13 and 14).
Fig. 12. Left: two-particle form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = −2, n2 = 2.
Right: two-particle form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = −2, n2 = 2. The solid lines are computed from
formula (72), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The consistent legend is
described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
Fig. 13. Left: three-particle form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = −2, n2 = 0,
n3 = 1. Right: three-particle form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = −2, n2 = 0, n3 = 1. The solid lines are com-
puted from formula (72), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The consistent
legend is described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
Fig. 14. Left: four-particle form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = −1, n2 = 0,
n3 = 1, n4 = 3. Right: four-particle form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = −1, n2 = 0, n3 = 1, n4 = 3. The solid
lines are computed from formula (72), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The
consistent legend is described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
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This subsection contain some data for diagonal form factors with various particle numbers
(Figs. 15–17).
Fig. 15. Left: two-particle diagonal form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = 0,
n2 = 1. Right: two-particle diagonal form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = 0, n2 = 1. The solid lines are com-
puted from formula (81), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA data. (The consistent
legend is described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
Fig. 16. Left: three-particle diagonal form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = −3,
n2 = 0, n3 = 1. Right: three-particle diagonal form factor of the operator ϕ on the state n1 = −3, n2 = 0, n3 = 1.
The solid lines are computed from formula (81), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated TCSA
data. (The consistent legend is described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
Fig. 17. Left: four-particle diagonal form factor of the operator Φ+ on the state labeled by quantum numbers n1 = 0,
n2 = 1, n3 = 2, n4 = 3. Right: four-particle diagonal form factor of the operator ϕ¯ on the state n1 = 0, n2 = 1, n3 = 2,
n4 = 3. The solid lines are computed from formula (81), while the dots with confidence bars are obtained by extrapolated
TCSA data. (The consistent legend is described in the beginning of Section 4.1.)
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